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This book was originally released as The Devil Has Many Faces in 2014 and has been

rewritten!While investigating the murder of Brett Myers, homicide detective Alexis Adams finds a

possible connection between Myersâ€™ murder and Grant Copeland, the most powerful man in

town. Alexis has recently moved back to Tate Valley, California and has never forgotten how Grant

ruined her motherâ€™s life.Alexis becomes sidetracked when the case leads her to Kevin Reed, her

first love who still holds a grudge for her leaving nineteen years earlier. Kevin is in line to become

CEO of Copeland Enterprises and though Alexis and Kevin clash because of this, they canâ€™t

ignore how strong their feelings are for each other.Alexis has wanted Kevin for years and finally has

a second chance at love, but can she let go of her hatred for Grant or will it destroy everything

sheâ€™s wished for?Warning: This book includes a feisty heroine, a hot playboy executive, and

scorching sex!
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This is another great detective story by Stacy. It's about a girl who moved away with her mom

because her mom was having an affair with a local businessman.Kevin was heart broken when Lexi



left but now that she's back he doesn't know how to act anymore.

I am a huge fan of this author and really enjoy her writing style.I would have loved to see some build

up between the two main characters even with their history. It seemed as if they kind of moved to

quick and the dialogue was not convincing to me. I try to put myself in the shoes of the character to

see if I'd talk like that or react like that and while I may have thought some of those things, I didn't

think she'd actually say or do them in the sequence where they occurred.There was an underlying

story that while told seemed to have more to it so perhaps there will be additional stories to this

book.As for the short story that was a bonus - loved it! That was the reason for the 3 stars. I could

have seen that story as a standalone and would have loved to get into the meat and potatoes of

those two as well as the other people involved in their sub-stories.While I'm usually ready to give

this author 4-5 stars, this time I was on the fence but I will continue to support and read all of her

books!

This story as full of suspense, drama, and lies. It was well written and kept me intrigued throughout.

I liked the twists and unexpected events that went on in this book. I had a hard time liking both

Alexis and Kevin in the beginning they were both a bit irritating, but they grew on me. They were

teenage lovers who found themselves together again through strange circumstances. The sex

scenes were HOT!!!! I need some Kevin in my life. Great job by this author and I plan to read more

in the future.

Now or Never. I received this book as an ARC member in return for an honest review. This book

was interesting. I enjoyed how Alexis and Penelope did their investigation. Alexis' anger towards

Grant seems troubling. Alexis finds Kevin (her former lover) very angry with her and not sure he

wants to have anything to do with her. Alexis finds a way to change his mind. The sex in the story is

a bit much for me.

Stacy Deanne has done it again. Now or Never is a romantic suspense story. When I felt that I knew

who the murder was, I was wrong. Alexis Adams wasn't only investigating a recent murder, she was

also dealing with a man from her past, who held a piece of her heart.I like stories that are easy to

read, exciting, and suspenseful. If you are looking for the aforementioned type of read, Now or

Never won't disappoint you.
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